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1. From footprint to handprint

▪ Footprints measure the environmental burden of offerings

→ Need to reveal the positive environmental impacts of products, services and organizations

▪ A carbon handprint is the reduction of the carbon footprint of others.

A handprint refers to the beneficial environmental impacts that 

organizations can achieve and communicate by offering products and 

services that reduce the footprints of others.



1. From footprint to handprint

Every product has a footprint but not necessarily a handprint!



1. From footprint to handprint

▪ A handprint can be created by: 

1)  offering solutions with a lower 

footprint in comparison to the 

solutions used 

2)  by helping the user to reduce the 

footprint of their processes

• Reduction in one’s own footprint only

doesn’t create a handprint



2. The framework for the environmental handprint
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2. The framework for the environmental handprint

The handprint calculation 

process consists of four 

stages and 13 steps and is

closely based on the LCA 

method.



2. The framework for the environmental handprint 

Stage 1: Handprint requirements

▪ The first stage is specific to a 

handprint assessment when 

compared to a traditional LCA 

assessment



3. Carbon handprint in organizations

▪ Can be used widely by companies and organizations to communicate the environmental 
benefits of their products, services and technologies

▪ A science-based approach for companies to show their environmental responsibility

▪ Identification of the potential for improvement in own product segment in different 
markets

▪ Development of product and production processes

▪ Comparison of alternatives (e.g., raw materials, technologies)

▪ Strong marketing and communication tool

▪ Preparedness for future legislation



4. Carbon handprint in a city/region

▪ Aims that the carbon handprint of a city entails:

1. Turning the focus on climate issues on possibilities that a city environment can offer

2. Revealing cities’ huge potential as a solution provider for organizations and citizens

3. Guiding a city to systematically grow its handprint to maximize benefits from the city’s 

perspective 

• A city should incorporate strategies to ensure systematic action towards increasing handprints
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5. Company case study: Carbon handprint of Neste renewable 

biodiesel

▪ Calculating the handprint of Neste renewable diesel produced from used cooking oil

▪ Examined vehicle consumes 6 L of diesel per 100 km, annual driven distance 130 000 km, operating in Helsinki

▪ Baseline fuel: average diesel used in Finland (containing 12 % biodiesel)

▪ In this study, the carbon handprint of the renewable diesel is 21 tons of CO2-equivalent annually

Customer: A logistics

company operating in 

Helsinki, Finland



6. Regional case study: Carbon handprint in the city of Espoo

▪ Identifying handprint contributors in the city of Espoo

▪ How can the city reduce footprints of others through:

• offering a climate friendly operating environment

• city-owned property or companies

• projects developing innovative solutions

• other means



6. Regional case study: Carbon handprint in the city of Espoo
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7. Carbon handprint summarized

▪ Measure of the good climate impacts of a solution

▪ Useful tool for companies in decision making and communication

▪ Can help cities and municipalities to maximize their positive impacts
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Thank you!

More info about the

handprint

www.handprint.fi


